Wallace Ironside
MB ChB, DipPsyMed, FAPsych, MD, FRANZCP, FRCPsych, FRACP

EMERITUS PROFESSOR WALLACE IRONSIDE, Foundation Professor of Psychological Medicine at Monash University, Melbourne, in 1969. There, he initiated a teaching program that had medical students considering psychosocial issues from their first day and following the psychosocial health of families over time. With clinician colleagues, he initiated a training program for psychiatrists that was based in general hospitals rather than psychiatric institutions, and had them enrol in a Master’s degree in Psychological Medicine. His research focused on emotionally deprived children.

Wallace was President of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatrists from 1972 to 1973, and cofounder and inaugural President of the Victorian Association of Psychoanalytic Psychotherapists, 1975–1976. He served on a number of hospital boards and National Health and Medical Research Council committees.

After retirement from Monash University in 1982, Wallace continued his academic and clinical activities for a further seven years, retiring from these only when his hospital, Prince Henry’s, was demolished and its functions relocated to Monash Medical Centre. There, his influence is still strongly felt: the Centre is a bastion of liaison psychiatry that continues the fight to have all patients seen as integrated human beings with biological, psychological and social needs. A new generation of students and psychiatrists receive this wisdom; this is Wallace Ironside’s memorial.
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Now you can place your medical recruitment advertisements directly into the hands of doctors with...

**MJA Direct Medical Profile Matching and Mailing Service**

There is no better way to guarantee that your advertisement reaches the most suitable candidates than to send it directly to them.

**What is MJA Direct?**

- A direct-mail service from Australia’s largest medical recruitment Classifieds
- Provides employers with alternative methods of advertising healthcare positions
- Designed to reach selected audiences by computer matching job requirements with doctor discipline, career profile and demographic data

**Every doctor that meets your criteria will receive your message through the mail**

**How does it work?**

Choose the medical discipline(s) you are seeking; supply us with the details of your vacancy; we search for doctors who match your requirements and send personalised letters to each potential candidate on your behalf.

At every step of the way, we stay in touch with you to inform you of the selection results and the progress of each position.

**How much does it cost?**

Our service provides “economy of scale” — reaching the most suitable prospects. You can choose to mail

- 1,000 doctors for around $1845
- 1,500 doctors for around $2445
- 2,500 doctors for around $3645. Or more.

Costs include our MJA Direct stationery, set-up fees, printing and postage for a single-page A4 letter*

* Final cost estimates are always provided before we proceed. Prices on other quantities and additional pages are available on application.

**How do I order?**

Contact Stephanie Elliott on (02) 9562 6666 or email MJA Direct at mjadirect@ampco.com.au for full details on how simple and cost-effective this service can be!